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Background of the research

Preparing for the post-pandemic world

Scope of this report:

Geography Services

Global Application services

Background of the research

⚫ COVID-19 has had a significant impact on IT services at a global scale including enterprise demand reduction, supply chain disruption, challenges in business continuity, 

cybersecurity risks, and services continuity challenges;. Application services has not been spared from COVID-19’s impact, but enterprises must view these challenges as 

opportunities to build a more resilient organization

⚫ As enterprises begin to emerge from the pandemic, there is a mandate to transform that commands attention and enterprises are now contemplating permanent changes in their 

business models to ensure future readiness

⚫ First priority for enterprises would be to ensure that its applications are up and running amidst unprecedented pressure due to Work-from-Home (WFH) as well as changing customer 

dynamics; security and performance are the two key themes here 

⚫ In the long term, enterprises must institutionalize merit-based agile organization model to support continuous innovation; beyond aligned business and IT agenda, enterprises must 

evolve commercial constructs with service providers, develop ecosystem to drive innovation, invest in future-ready skills, and limit shadow IT with democratized approach

The scope of this report includes:

⚫ IT services market size (split across applications, consulting, infrastructure services, geographies, and industry verticals)

⚫ Application services buyer adoption trends across geographies, industry verticals, and revenue sizes

⚫ Key trends shaping the AS market (exploring the effects of COVID-19 on application services)
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⚫ Application services formed 74% of the overall IT services engagements across stand-alone and bundled deal activity; Stand-alone

application services deals continue to grab the major chunk of the ITS deals, driven by the growing need to align application strategy with 

overall business strategy 

⚫ In terms of major players, Accenture, TCS, and IBM occupy the top three spots by market size in application services

Some of the findings in this report, among others, are:

⚫ During pandemic, enterprises wanted to move fast and respond to changing business conditions with evolved business models, but applications 

became a bottleneck

⚫ Major areas of problem with apps were limited scalability, inadequate security posture, inefficiencies due to remote, unfriendly applications and 

process, and huge legacy debt – monolithic and mainframe applications 

Existing applications weren’t 

prepared for COVID-19

⚫ Once current state is analysed, enterprises need to translate business imperatives into specific application characteristics and accelerate the 

transformation journey

⚫ Post-pandemic enterprise priorities include preserving cash outflow, ensuring resilient business operations, etc. and to achieve that enterprises 

must enable distributed workforce model, build reliable and secure applications, use responsive and scalable architecture among others

Radical changes needed to 

keep up with post pandemic 

enterprise priorities

⚫ Revitalized applications act as a strong foundation and enterprises should aim to move towards value-driven approach underpinned by 

business-centric technology agenda

⚫ Enterprises needs to set long-term, mid-term, and short-term goals for tech alignment and business alignment to stay ahead

Enterprises must undergo 

application organization 

transformation

This report aims to help enterprises understand the potential reasons their pre-pandemic application strategy wasn’t optimized to respond to rapidly evolving business conditions and what 

can they do now to ensure future readiness. Apart from this, the report also covers trends at an overall ITS level as well as deal trends in application services for 2019.

Application services 

overview

Overview and abbreviated summary of key messages
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This study offers 4 distinct chapters providing a deep dive into key aspects of application 

services market; below are four charts to illustrate the depth of the report

Security and performance needs to be embedded across the application lifecycle Enterprises should orchestrate hybrid crowd of resources and tap the gig economy

Enterprises should start their journey by adopting discrete and dynamic architecture Average ACV trends in AS engagements by buyer industry

Average ACV trends in AS engagements by buyer industry

2016-2019; US$ million
2016 2017 2018 2019

5.0

10.7

4.2

7.2
7.8

2.0

11.3

3.5

7.2

4.2
5.2

2.7

6.3 6.5
5.6

7.7

BFSI Heathcare Energy and Utilities Retail

90% 
of enterprises already leverage or plan 

to leverage more than one public cloud

Enterprise approach

59% 
of enterprises adopted 

containers for microservices

30% 
are running microservices in 

their production environments

PERFORMANCE

Advise on designing 

a performance-

oriented application and 

optimizing microservices 

architectures

Assists in generating 

data structures,

and stories enabling 

performance-

oriented architecture

Drives large-scale 

synthetic test data

generation for 

performance tuning, and 

builds targeted test cases

Predicts and resolves 

run-time performance 

issues, offers better 

traceability, and provides 

suggestions to avoid 

similar instances

SECURITY

AI systems can assist 

enterprises in defining 

policies based on industry 

standards, technology 

landscape, and 

compliance requirements

Establish AI-enabled 

static and dynamic 

analysis tools to 

verify secure coding 

practices/ processes

AI tools are leveraged 

to find vulnerabilities 

prevalent in the source 

code and reduce the 

number of false negatives

AI/ML-enabled monitoring 

of websites, microservices, 

and APIs across 

on-premise and cloud 

environments

DESIGN DEVELOP TEST MONITOR

Application developers UX designers QA professionals Data scientists

PUBLIC CROWD

HYBRID CROWD = PUBLIC CROWD + PRIVATE CROWD

Comprises communities of freelancers as well as highly specialized internal or vendor employees

PRIVATE CROWD

Internal IT employees SI partners Specialist providers
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Strength in Adversity: Enterprise Service Resilience During the COVID-19 Crisis June 2020
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